27th October 1962

Technology was moving on as Billboard reported
above, and right George Goldner quickly tried to
cash in on the success of The Four Seasons by rereleasing ‘Bermuda/Spanish Lace’ for the second
time in the year. It fared no better second time
around even as a Billboard Spotlight Single.
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13th November 1962

Bob Crewe didn’t waste any time either in
cashing in on the success of ‘Sherry’ with
an answer disc by one of his artists
Tracey Dey with ‘Jerry I’m Your Sherry’
reviewed in Billboard on 20th October
1962. And 2nd November saw the release
of two classic Crewe-Gaudio songs recorded by Jerry Jackson

17th November 1962

Albums

The Hot 100 is dominated by teen songs as ‘Big
Girls Don’t Cry’ gives the Four Seasons their
second consecutive No1 whilst they stand out as
the only ‘Teen’ album in the top 8 best selling
albums as folk, jazz, musicals and 50s vocal
stars dominate the chart
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Early November also saw the group’s
success expand to the UK with “Sherry’
at # 9 on 3rd . But success was fleeting
in the volatile singles market of 1962 so
even with ‘Big Girls Don’t Cry’ sitting at
No 1 by mid November the Four Seasons were busy in the studio putting the
finishing touches to two albums for the
Christmas market. And this really was
the novelty season in Billboard as the
latest ads for records trying to break into
the very lucrative albums market shows.
The Christmas album of half traditional
carols and half seasonal pop songs was
rushed out for December 1st along with
the single ‘Santa Claus Is Coming To
Town’
With ‘Big Girls Don’t Cry’ still at No 1 as
November ended an album was needed
and the full page Billboard ad on 1st
December shows it ‘coming soon’ as
‘Big Girls Don’t Cry and 11 others’…
whilst the final set would be’12 others’
as another hit single was on the way.
But for now their current hit would stay
at No 1 until knocked off by The Tornadoes ‘Telstar’ on December 22nd having
been 10 weeks on the chart and 4
weeks at No 1. The new EP also appeared on 8th December as a Billboard
Spotlight featuring 4 tracks from the
‘Sherry’ album.
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Two No1’s was quite an achievement and Bob Gaudio admits that
‘Big Girls Don’t Cry’ was written under pressure. And the sound
although characterised by Frankie Valli’s amazing falsetto owed
much to Bob Crewe’s production and the ‘attention grabbing’ drum
beat/hand clap opening and the stepping/marching beat to the two
songs. Evidence of Crewe’s ear for a hit sound. But re-producing the
sound live was to prove difficult as Crewe’s production techniques
proved hard to reproduce with show band backing on TV shows.
Their first appearance on TV was on American Bandstand on
we believe 17th August 1962. Only still photos of the TV seem to
have survived as the image from the Walter Gollender Archive
shows from the Time Barrier Express article in No 23 (July/
Aug1977). The song was probably lip-synced
given the fact that Bob Gaudio is playing guitar.!!
But notice the plaid jackets the guys are wearing
which are not too different than those in Jersey
Boys.
December also saw them appeared on TV again
this time on The Ed Sullivan Show on 9th December. This is the earliest surviving video of
the group as they perform ‘Big Girls Don’t Cry’
with Bob Gaudio substituting organ chords for
the drum and handclap opening to the song.
Frankie, Tommy and Nick walk forward as they
start singing in a very stilted performance reminiscent of their Four Lovers performances, and a
far cry from the excellent choreography of the
‘Jersey Boys’ stage show. Were they struggling
to reproduce the sound of the 45? Their next surviving video of a TV appearance appears on the
‘Jersey Beat’ Box set DVD with them once again
trying to reproduce the sound of ‘Big Girls Don’t
Cry’ on the Steve Allen Show on 14th February
1963 this time minus instruments. Both show that
whilst the ‘sound’ of Frankie Valli holds up the
harmonies and backing don’t match the strong
Crewe backing from their singles.
One other difference was to become apparent in
September was the return of Charles Calello. He
originally had worked with them as the Four Lovers in 1959 and his ability to write full arrangements quickly meant rehearsals were more efficient and studio time was less. Although Sid
Bass had arranged and conducted the Sherry
and Christmas album tracks, the group felt that
Sid was an ‘old school’ arranger and Charlie related more to their attempts to find a ‘young’
sound.
Charlie and the group worked through November and December with Bob Crewe to get the
album ready and to face the challenge of a third
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